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What we’ll cover today

①Know your “WHY” in relation to teacher training

①Essential overview to plan your trainings

②PROCESS to plan your teacher training and manuals
a. Scheduling
b. Processes
c. Expectations
d. Professional Development



• When we talk about teacher training in this course, it includes: 
² Face to face trainings, 
² Live online trainings,
² Recorded and digitally shared trainings,
² Training manuals
² Seminars and other professional development events not-run by you

Important Note



1. Know your WHY 

Teacher	training	is	an	essential	part	of	running	a	successful	studio.	However,	it	will	require	
resources	from	you:	Time	and	Money.

As	such,	you	need	to	make	sure	that	you	understand	what	outcome	you	want	from	all	
this	work	before	you	start	planning	it.	

Your	teacher	training	needs	to	be	in	alignment	with:
• Your	VALUES
• Your	GOALS both	personal	and	professional
• Your	ARTS	EDUCATION vision	and	practical	applications



What is (or are) the desired outcome(s) 
from your teacher trainings?

Have clarity of direction



2. Essential overview to plan your 
trainings

Now that we have a clear idea of what outcome we 
desire from our teacher trainings, we will look at the 
overview of outcomes that are and should be 
intrinsiquely part of every teacher training.

To achieve the best possible outcomes for both teacher 
and direction, your teacher trainings need to be:

² Regular
² Delivered both in person and digitally (or even completely 

outsourced for parts of it)
² Connected
² Including the entire team (as much as possible)



• Start with planning your trainings on your yearly schedule. (more 
details in the PROCESS section)

• Regularity will:
² Allow them to feel the presence, guidance and care from you as their leader.
² Keep teachers engaged and committed to your studio.
² Sustain the positive outcomes sought after.
² Improve the communication between staff and team.
² Help you know what is happening when you are not here.

Regular teacher trainings



• Offering training for your teachers doesn’t mean that everything 
needs to be face-to-face, nor fully hands-on. 

• Most of it can and should be delegated to other team members, 
technology and industry events already happening.

• With correct planning, you will get the outcome(s) you desire, 
including your personal time freedom ones.

Different ways to deliver your 
training



Options to deliver training to your team. Use a variety of these within your initial 
planning session:

² Face to face in studio trainings
² Live online trainings (recorded so missing staff can watch the replay)
² Recorded and digitally shared trainings (record in your own time)
² Training manual(s)
² Resources made available online through your website and/or studio management 

system (Studio Pulse, Jackrabbit, DS-Pro, etc.)
² Seminars and other professional development events and workshops (not-run by 

you)
² Via a social gathering (i.e. team dinner out, team building activity)

Different ways to deliver your 
training



• A successful team is a connected team.
• The use of social activities, dinners, chocolates/wine at meetings 

and going to art shows together is a great way to connect the team 
positively.

• Learn to address them using the 5 languages of love and 
appreciation (acts of service, physical touch (hugs are good!), gifts, 
words of affirmation and quality time)

• Be also aware of different communication and learning styles. Some 
people will be more visual, auditory, kinesthetic or internal dialogue 
(think a lot, don’t talk much!).

• Work on your planning with all these components in mind!

Connect with your team



• Something essential and sometimes forgotten is the importance of 
giving a feeling of belonging to each team member.

• Strategies to help construct that feeling:
² Make sure to invite everyone in the team (including admin, costume, 

volunteers and cleaning staff) to social team events.
² Empower people by giving responsibilities.
² Trust your team to do right by you (and let them know you do trust them).
² Put your team before your clients, stand by them in difficult times and/or 

when dealing with difficult parents/student.
² Show empathy towards them.
² Congratulate them for what they do right (show you notice and care).

Include the entire team



² Regular trainings

² Trainings delivered using different people and 
tools

² Conscious effort to build a connected team

² Including the entire team 

à Outcome: Strong sense of belonging

To Recap: Planning Essentials



3. PROCESS to create your teacher 
trainings

• Start with an onboarding process that will be the 
same for each team member, teacher, admin or 
else.

• Be mindful to not overload your new teacher, 
while still providing all the information needed.

• For each aspect of the onboarding process ask 
yourself: “Is that essential or can it wait?”



In no particular order, all these must happen (at a minimum) as part 
of your new teacher onboarding process: 

² Introduction to the rest of the team
² Contract, non-compete, superannuation form, tax form, etc.
² Provide clear work schedule
² Welcome booklet or info pack (incl. studio T&C, general studio schedule, 

welcome letter, responsibilities in relation to keys and maintenance, 
communication with team and clients, pay information and overview of 
tools used within the team (+ how to access it too)

² Regular and scheduled in-person check-ins
² Formal introduction to all students via newsletter/FB page, email, website 

update, blog, etc.
² Scheduled training for admin responsibilities (even if just Trello)
² Welcome questionnaire to get to know your new team member

Onboarding process for new 
teachers



• Before you start planning, you’ll need:
² Your WHY info in relation to teacher training, with clear outcomes of 

what you wish to achieve with them.
² This set of slides to access the few check-lists we covered above 

(Regularity, Diversity, Connecting, Belonging).
² Your teacher/staff onboarding process info.
² Your current yearly schedule for the year for your studio, including 

events, and your personal scheduled breaks.

Plan Your Trainings



1. Create a clean yearly schedule for all teacher/staff trainings.

àThen double-check that it is aligned with creating your desired outcomes.
à Make changes as needed until you are satisfied you are using diversity in all the 

ways described here.

Plan Your Trainings



2. Decide which processes (incl. VALUES) must be taught, 
then order them in order of importance and urgency.

àThen double-check that it is aligned with creating your desired outcomes.
à Make changes as needed until you are satisfied all your processes will be 

covered within a satisfying timeframe.

Plan Your Trainings



3. Make a list of all the expectations your teacher must comply 
with, as well as the consequences you are willing to implement 
(ideally all positively designed) in order to ensure they are met.

àThen double-check that it is aligned with creating your desired outcomes.
à Make changes as needed until you are satisfied your expectations will be met 

quickly and will be sustained overtime.

Plan Your Trainings



4. Research your industry for 
opportunities to bring professional 
development trainings for your teachers.
(live industry specific events, tickets to art 
performances, book for the team to read on a 
relevant topic, invite an inspiring speaker to meet 
with your team, etc.)

àThen double-check that it is aligned with creating 
your desired outcomes.

à Review these new events and activities with your 
initial calendar and make adjustments as needed.

Plan Your Trainings



1. Do the pre-work. Clarify desired outcomes and diversity required in 
all aspects of training and communication.

2. Create your onboarding process.
3. Create your yearly calendar.
4. Order and prioritise processes and values to teach.
5. Clarify what are the expectations for teachers working with you, 

incl. consequences. Add them to your trainings.
6. Plan your Professional Development activities.
7. Create the training contents needed, then apply with each new 

team member.
8. Once applied and successful, simply copy the schedule and entire 

process year by year. Work hard once!

Steps to Planning Your Trainings


